Introduction {#s1}
============

The control and eventual eradication of HIV, the viral cause of AIDS, would be a global victory, on par with the eradication of smallpox and the success of the polio vaccine. The prospect of a sterilising or functional cure for HIV is a serious scientific challenge but presents a viable pathway to the eradication of HIV. A cure that promises a HIV/AIDS-free world would be so valuable that its pursuit could potentially justify unfavourable risk-benefit ratios for those participants, who understand and willingly accept the risks.[@R1]

Clinical research is typically justified to the degree that it delivers a socially valuable outcome.[@R2] [@R3] Yet, many drugs, vaccines and medical devices fail to reach the poor in low/middle-income countries because of high price, poor national and global healthcare infrastructure and public reluctance to adopt new health technologies.[@R4] Given this, we ought to provide an account of the relationship between the potential for social value and the conditions under which that value can be realised. One position is that we ought to pursue research that results in clinically effective, widely available interventions: part of the appeal of HIV cure is the prospect of eradicating the disease.

One might argue that we should value research to the degree that we believe it will *actually* result in the eradication of HIV. Given what we know about social and political dimensions of medicine and public health in the developing world, we might select research based on our beliefs that it will result in a cure that is easily implemented in the developing world---one that is low cost, scalable and easy to administer---and eschew other lines of research that result in cures that are more expensive, harder to administer and present greater risk to human lives---that is, are less likely to realise their value.

On the other hand, it might be considered fatalist to pursue research only if it is feasible to implement given the current, less-than-perfect state of the world. Penicillin, which was initially so difficult to create that it was easier to extract the drug unmetabolised from a patient\'s urine than it was to cultivate more,[@R5] is widely available today. From this perspective, it is not that questions of implementation are unimportant*,* but they are not relevant when assessing the social value of scientific research. Research that will *possibly* bring about a cure for HIV is, notwithstanding a lack of political will to implement that cure, socially valuable to pursue.

Here, we reject the latter view---what we call a 'possibilist' conception of social value---that a HIV cure is socially valuable to the degree that it provides a possible cure or provides knowledge for further research towards a possible cure. We argue, instead, in favour of the view that the social value of HIV cure research should be cashed out in terms of the *actual* likelihood that a HIV cure will eventuate and be implemented worldwide, potentially leading to the eradication of the virus. We call this view an 'actualist' conception of social value and defend this view against objections, before linking actualism to global health obligations in advance of a cure for HIV.

The value of a cure {#s2}
===================

The following promising cure options are currently planned or under early investigation: *Cell-based therapy*. This approach involves genetic modification of T cells or stem cells collected by apheresis procedures in HIV-infected individuals.[@R6]*Latency reversing agents.* This approach targets latently infected cells using drug combinations that will 'shock' or reawaken and then 'kill' the virus.[@R10] Some drugs currently being tested for reawakening latent virus have been approved for use in cancer treatment.[@R6]*Immune-based interventions*. This cure strategy focuses on improving anti-HIV immune responses---approaches being considered include therapeutic vaccines and antibodies.[@R14]*Early intensive antiretroviral therapy (ART) treatment for neonates*. This cure intervention is being explored as a means of attaining long-term ART-free remission of HIV transmitted at birth.[@R15]

All of this research is arguably valuable for its own sake, but its primary value inheres---like most medical research---in its instrumental relationship to human well-being.[@R16] [@R17] Yet, well-being *qua* cures for disease occurs only if it can be translated to benefit the population that incurs the burden of that disease. Scientific knowledge that is worthwhile, all other things being equal, still needs to be ranked against other options that might be less technically sophisticated but more efficacious to implement.

This is particularly true in a scientific landscape in which nations invest significant funds into research in aid of important health priorities. In 2014, global investment in HIV/AIDS reached US\$20.2 billion;[@R18] the US NIH spent approximately US\$3.0 billion on HIV/AIDS research,[@R19] including US\$114.4 million on HIV cure research.[@R20] Given the limited financial resources, increasing scientific evidence of the effectiveness of preventing HIV infection through pre-exposure prophylaxis using ART[@R21] and the personal and societal benefits of early treatment with ART,[@R24] the allocation of substantial research dollars to HIV cure research over other chronic diseases requires justification.

Prioritising funding for future HIV cure interventions on the basis of social value is not straightforward. For instance, costly, high risk and medically complex procedures such as stem cell therapies might be a lower priority than immune-based therapies, if we rank the social value of candidate cures based on their ability to be implemented globally. However, this system for prioritising research could be considered myopic, holding potentially valuable research hostage to other political quagmires such as the fight for accessible global healthcare.

This tension mirrors the debate in normative ethics between actualism and possibilism. Frank Jackson and Robert Pargetter use the example of Professor Procrastinate receiving an invitation to review a book:"He is the best person to do the review, has the time, and so on. The best thing that can happen is that he says yes, and then writes the review when the book arrives. However, suppose it is further the case that were Procrastinate to say yes, he would not in fact get around to writing the review. Not because of incapacity or outside interference or anything like that, but because he would keep on putting the task off. (This has been known to happen.) Thus, although the best that can happen is for Procrastinate to say yes and then write, and he can do exactly this, what would in fact happen were he to say yes is that he would not write the review. Moreover, we may suppose, this latter is the worst that can happen. It would lead to the book not being reviewed at all, or at least to a review being seriously delayed.[@R25]"

Jackson and Pargetter argue that an actualist will agree that, given that Procrastinate will not actually review the book, he ought to decline (and thus avoid the worst from happening). A possibilist, however, would not consider the fact 'Procrastinate won\'t in fact do the review' to be relevant to ranking their state of affairs. If Procrastinate agrees to the review, it is \_possible\_ that the best outcome will be obtained (i.e. it the review is completed); that is what matters on a possibilist account.

Consider, now, a similar example:"Do-Good Nation believes that a particular compound could be used as a cure to a disease that infects millions of vulnerable people around the world. It is the best nation to pursue this cure---has the most qualified people, the resources, and so on. Let us assume that the best thing that can happen is that Do-Good successfully generates a novel compound that is used to cure the world of this infectious disease.^[i](#fn1){ref-type="fn"}^ However, suppose that Do-Good knows that the drug will not be used; not because of physical limitations or logistical incapacity, but because no one will ensure the drug is implemented in a safe, simple, and scalable way. (This has been known to happen.) Thus, although the best thing that can happen is for Do-Good to develop the drug and cure millions, and exactly this could happen, what would happen were research pursued is that the drug would not be used. Moreover, we may suppose, this latter is the worst that can happen. It would lead to no cure, a wasted monetary investment that could be used for more realizable goals, and a loss of life through the disease."

The actor in question, rather than an individual, is a government or funding body that does have the means to implement a cure (or at least ensure the cure is safe, simple and scalable). In making decisions about funding research, then, the problem mirrors that of Procrastinate---the best thing is that the funder picks a candidate cure (or set of cures) and carries it (or them) through to completion. For an actualist, whether they actually will do this second part is a consideration relevant to which projects they choose to pursue.

There is another sense in which the tension between actualism and possibilism holds. Scientific research is typically a joint action in which mutually responsive agents, even if geographically disparate and belonging to separate institutions, work towards a common goal that is (only) achievable through group effort.[@R26] In cases of joint action, a question arises about the degree of confidence an individual has that other members of group (loosely defined) will hold up their end of a joint action to accomplish some goal.[@R27] [@R28] The actualist-possibilist debate addresses the degree to which other agents will carry out their end of a joint action. For an actualist, knowing that a joint action will be unsuccessful because others would not carry their share of the load, especially if an individual can do good elsewhere, is a relevant consideration in whether or not that individual ought to pursue a particular goal.

To restate, when considering what type of HIV cure research to prioritise, given that value inheres in impact on human health, a possibilist will consider a candidate cure valuable to pursue if it is *possible* to implement. An actualist, conversely, will consider only those candidate cures that will be implemented---in the case of a sterilising or functional cure for HIV, those that are safe, simple and scalable---to be worth pursuing, but not those that are not actually going to be carried through to a cure.

A limited defence of actualism {#s3}
==============================

A comprehensive defence of actualism is beyond the scope of this work. Rather, we offer a set of reasons to provisionally accept actualism in this context.

The case for actualism {#s3a}
----------------------

First, actualism links claims about the value of scientific knowledge to actors and institutions that are in a position to promote those values.[@R26] That is, the value of scientific research, in this case, is instrumental and contingent on the kind of world into which science and technology emerges. Actualists can be optimistic about science\'s potential, while being realistic about the value science has *qua* implementable cure.

Further, actualism bears---as per Jackson\'s and Pargetter\'s initial case---on ranking our options for action when setting research priorities. In our example, Do-Good only has two choices: pursue research or not pursue research. What is more likely, however, is that Do-Good has a larger set of options available: it could fund different kinds of research; design scalability or implementation research into a project\'s specific aims or promote other projects to pursue institutional reform, aid work or activism.

Actualism, finally, frames the value of scientific discovery in terms of its place in a social and political process of improving community health and makes room for ranking research aimed at a sterilising or functional cure intervention against other interventions that may achieve similar effects. For example, a sterilising HIV cure might encounter difficulties in implementation not experienced by programs to increase barrier contraception use, or other strategies to break transmission of HIV. Moreover, allocating resources to surmount one set of challenges may come at the expense of other potential implementation strategies. Evaluating the value of scientific research as an actualist involves assessing its *implementation* as a necessary component of the instrumental value of research.

Objections {#s3b}
----------

A possibilist might reply with three objections: Actualism is fatalistic. Scientific research that finds no application now might be just a generation, a political administration or a wealthy benefactor away from making a better world.Actualism is overly demanding in terms of the epistemic burden required to ascertain whether or not research will actually lead to a working cure for HIV. Whether or not actualism holds, it is impossible to put into practice.One could be an actualist for the purpose of honing interventions and their implementation but a possibilist for the purposes of prioritising research.

The actualist\'s reply {#s3c}
----------------------

These three objections, we believe, can be successfully resisted. To the first, an actualist will indeed rank their options in a way that accounts for changes in politics, but we do not take this to be fatalistic. In the case of a HIV cure, a candidate cure is arguably more desirable if its deployment is not contingent on particular kinds of funding or aid programmes that may vanish with a change in government. Actualism can account for current institutional arrangements being subject to change, while still requiring that proposed research be sensitive to present and expected future institutional arrangements.

The second concern is about actualism\'s demandingness characteristic, but it could also be about the incentives that actualism places on researchers. Consider, for example, the AZT (zidovudine) 076 breakthrough that led to the WHO conference to find an affordable and accessible AZT regimen for HIV-positive pregnant women in low-income countries.[@R29] Given how difficult and costly drug/device development is, it might seem like an extra hurdle to attempt to secure implementation commitments before the development has shown promise. Accepting actualism does not entail that scientists themselves make such determinations. Individual scientists are rarely the best qualified to make complex, institutional evaluations of their own work.[@R16] [@R30] Governments, academic institutions and funding bodies, however, may have the epistemic and logistical capacities to make these assessments and are moreover in a position to inform the direction of research through funding mechanisms. A commitment to actualism requires only that scientific research be evaluated in terms of its capacity to actually bring about a valuable outcome and not who the evaluator ought to be.

Moreover, judging what lines of inquiry are most likely to succeed is challenging even if one is a possibilist. Uncertainty about, say, the technical possibility of a cure is the same, independent of the stance one takes about actualism. Actualists do not differ from possibilists on questions that turn on the likelihood of a line of inquiry paying dividends in the form of promoting health (or some other good). There is evidence that 'blue skies' research, for example---research that is not pursued with an explicit pragmatic goal in mind, but rather out of curiosity about some feature of the natural world---can lead to considerable benefits[@R31]; an actualist can acknowledge the value of blue skies research while maintaining the argument that when discussing priorities of goal-driven clinical research, we ought to account for our motivations to carry out our actions. If actualist considerations are burdensome, it is only a matter of degree, not of kind. And, as we claim, there is no in-principle reason why deliberation about feasibility ought to be something pursued by lone researchers.

The third objection is curious: on the one hand, it appears to reveal some kind of 'moral split personality', whereby the relationship between an agent\'s reasons for action and their motivation to carry out that action changes by turns at different stages of a particular activity. On the other hand, it mirrors a stereotype of scientist\'s indifference to the practical outcomes of their work, exemplified by Robert Oppenheimer: 'When you see something that is technically sweet, you go ahead and do it and argue about what to do about it only after you\'ve had your technical success'. Our response is simply that in the case we provide, if Do-Good decides to become an actualist *after* deciding to fund the research, they will consistently end up with the worst outcome, as judged by both the actualist and the possibilist. That is, Do-Good *qua* possibilist funder of science will fund the cure research, but *qua* actualist will then choose a more plausible line of implementation even if the research exists, because the problems of implementation are external to the mere existence of the cure research. In practice---given multiple research options---we might not always see the worst outcomes were we to try and be possibilists and actualists, but we are less likely to see the best, or good outcomes, at least when judged from the perspective of the social value of research.

In light of our responses to objections two and three, however, one could envisage a division of labour where scientists are possibilists, but funders are actualists. Here, the tension is less apparent, because each role-holder maintains a single identity. Given that the scope of our inquiry relates to whether we should fund and pursue research, we maintain that funders should be actualists. As a preliminary response to the question of scientists, it seems likely that if our account of actualism holds, then scientists ought to be actualists as well. Note, however, that actualism is concerned with what an agent ought to do, given their own motivations---there is a separate question, which we discuss in following sections, about what an agent ought to do in response to the motivations of *others.* Insofar, however, as scientists are in general neither capable nor responsible for, say, eradicating a disease single-handedly, then the obligations that follow from their actualism *qua* a cure for HIV/AIDS are more limited.

What do we need for a valuable HIV cure? {#s4}
========================================

If we accept actualism about the value of scientific research, what kinds of factors will determine the value of a candidate cure? For an HIV cure to be *valuable*, it needs to be the following: *Effective*: scientific and technical challenges will need to be overcome in order to attain a cure that is effective at eliminating the virus or eliciting long-term viral remission.*Safe to use*: not simply in the context of developed medical systems, but over a wide range of healthcare modalities;*Simple*: able to be effectively used in a range of community settings, with a focus on locales who bear significant burdens of mortality and morbidity from HIV/AIDS;*Scalable*: able to be manufactured, distributed and stored on a global scale.

Scientific/technical challenges in developing an effective HIV cure {#s4a}
-------------------------------------------------------------------

HIV eradication from the human host is challenging because the virus has the ability to hide in cells that lie dormant while evading host immune mechanisms. The biggest challenge in curing HIV is finding a drug that forces the virus out of all latent reservoirs that have been established in the HIV-infected person.[@R32] Latency reversing interventions seek to overcome this barrier using drugs that can awaken the virus from dormant cells to make them accessible to drugs that can kill the awakened virus.

An additional challenge in HIV cure research is the absence of sensitive technologies that can prove that the virus has been completely purged and an individual no longer has HIV.[@R33] Interventions that aim to completely eradicate the virus will require a tool that can prove the absence of HIV in a previously infected person.

Based on feasibility and likelihood of eliminating the virus, with no consideration for implementation, the candidate interventions can be ranked and prioritised from the possibilist perspective as follows: *Cell-based therapy*: In theory, it would be a one-time treatment to 'cure' an otherwise chronic disease.*Latency reversing agents*: This combination approach promises a long-term ART-free remission.*Early intensive ART treatment for neonates*: This intervention could bring about long-term ART-free remission in infants.*Immune-based interventions*: Therapeutic vaccines or antibodies may not eliminate the virus but they could lead to long-term ART-free remission.

Implementation challenges for future HIV cure interventions {#s4b}
-----------------------------------------------------------

Several examples exist of health technologies that worked effectively in developed countries, but which failed to perform in low-resource settings. Strategies like prophylactic ART and replacement feeding have worked well in programmes to prevent mother-to-child HIV transmission (PMTCT) in developed countries. However, in some low-income countries with limited access to healthcare and clean water, implementation has failed due to these strategies being untested or unsuitable.[@R34]

In the remainder of this paper, we examine the challenges in implementing the HIV cure research that are surmountable with effort and the challenges that in actuality are unlikely to be surmountable. We list these challenges in order of resolvability and, finally, we 're-prioritise' cure interventions accordingly.

Healthcare worker shortages {#s4c}
---------------------------

Many low-income countries have inadequate trained healthcare workers and this could be a major barrier for implementing HIV cure interventions. Rather than train new healthcare workers in resource-limited settings to perform medically complex cell-based therapy procedures, it would be more cost-effective and sustainable to use workers who are already involved in treating other diseases.[@R34] Also, auxiliary health workers could be properly integrated into health systems to fill in the gaps created by healthcare worker shortages and strengthen health systems in low-income countries. Preliminary analysis by the Elizabeth Glaser Pediatric AIDS Foundation of the implementation of WHO policy guidelines for PMTCT in some African countries shows that it is feasible to train additional healthcare workers to scale up HIV therapy.[@R35]

Public reluctance to accept new health technologies and adherence challenges {#s4d}
----------------------------------------------------------------------------

We foresee patients who are doing well on ART or who have their HIV under control being hesitant to try out potentially risky yet relatively valuable HIV cure interventions like cell-based therapy or latency reversing treatment. Put another way, patients may not value a sterilising or functional cure if the management of HIV through ART is seen as sufficient or preferable to novel interventions. Results from a qualitative study on barriers to ART initiation in Swaziland showed that community outreach and engagement helped in increasing ART acceptance.[@R35] It is realistic that initial public reluctance towards a cure can be overcome with some effort. To resolve adherence challenges, researchers should prioritise developing one-time interventions requiring single hospital visits or short course regimens that eliminate the need for follow-up visits.

Financing cost and delivery of interventions {#s4e}
--------------------------------------------

Worldwide, drug prices usually determine their accessibility. At present, the cost of cell-based therapy is very high---autologous cell transplant is estimated at US\$75 000--\$150 000 and allogeneic cell transplant is estimated at US\$150 000--\$300,000.[@R36] [@R37] These estimated costs remain lower than the current cost of lifelong ART in developed countries, which is estimated at US\$420 000--\$755 000 per individual in the USA.[@R38]

While the price of cure interventions will likely become lower with time, some elements of cost are insurmountable. In low-income countries, sophisticated and technology-intensive HIV cure interventions like cell-based therapy will be challenging to deliver in rural regions without reliable power supply. The apheresis procedure, which is used for collecting cells (T cells or stem cells) in cell-based therapy, is medically and technically demanding and is not currently available worldwide. As of 2014, only one country (out of 16) in West Africa had the capacity to perform apheresis procedures.[@R39] Overcoming these technical challenges would require strengthening health systems in low-income countries and making resources available to transport people from rural regions to urban centres that are equipped to deliver these complex interventions. Constrained public budgets make it difficult for governments in low-income countries to purchase innovative health technologies for use in healthcare centres.[@R40] As such, political commitment and donor efforts would need radical expansion to support access to a complex or sophisticated candidate cure. We are not confident that such an expansion is likely to occur; bottlenecks to point-of-care delivery will remain. As actualists, these bottlenecks support the argument for prioritising less complex cure interventions.

High-risk intervention {#s4f}
----------------------

Cell-based therapy that involves stem cell transplantation is highly risky and requires continuous medical attention and immunosuppressant use. Some latency reversing agents currently being considered for HIV cure are mutagenic and may potentially cause cancer in the long term.[@R6] Unless transformed to become low-risk with fewer inpatient procedures, it will be challenging to convince patients who are doing very well on ART to undergo these potentially risky interventions.

'Re-prioritising' cure interventions {#s5}
====================================

Given that not all upcoming HIV cure research will live up to its promise, we submit a *prima facie* ranking of the four candidate HIV cure interventions from most to least attractive, given their feasibility and likelihood of success, implementation and use to reduce the burden of HIV/AIDS: *Latency reversing treatment*: It is the most attractive cure option because it seeks to target and eliminate hidden HIV virus in dormant cells, which will resolve current scientific challenges. In terms of scalability, it has the potential for delivering a limited dose combination that will be safe, simple and easily scalable globally.*Immune-based interventions*: Therapeutic vaccines or antibodies may not eliminate all traces of the virus[@R41] but they have a strong likelihood of being used in combination doses that will ensure long-term ART-free remission. This will also likely be safe, simple and easily scalable globally.*Early intensive ART treatment for neonates*: This intervention could bring about long-term ART-free remission by preventing the virus from hiding in permanent latent reservoirs. In terms of global impact, it would be a relatively low-cost intervention available to infants and could greatly reduce the number of new HIV cases acquired through birth.*Cell-based therapy*: It is a high-cost and high-risk intervention, which is challenging to perform in resource-limited settings. The absence of advanced medical technology and skilled health professionals in low-income countries limits the scalability and global implementation of this intervention, making it the least attractive option.

The fourth option in particular is in principle possible, but implementation challenges make us question its usefulness in making a strong impact on the global HIV burden. We suggest therefore that other more attainable treatment interventions should be prioritised over cell-based therapy and research funders should take that into account.

An important limitation to our account is the degree to which the above conditions are relevantly *components of the actor\'s decisions*. In the example we set out at the beginning, the catch was that Do-Good would not in fact pursue a cure---not, necessarily, that Do-Good would pursue the cure, but that some other actor with a crucial role in the cure process would not, in fact, do their job. In a complex international environment, for example, joint actions or issues that bear on the sovereignty of other nations may not relevantly bear on an actor *qua* single government\'s motivations to act. Our ranking primarily depends on concerns that are within the domain of a single actor\'s action as they consider funding research and rolling out a cure, such as safety, cost and scalability. This ranking will be subject to change, however, depending on the identity of the actor.

A further conceptual issue concerns the obligations of actors, given their beliefs about the actions and motivations of other parties with whom they are engaged in a joint action. There are accounts of political feasibility that make use of an extended conception of Jackson\'s and Pargetter\'s framework[@R42] when considering our obligations over conjunctions of actions when those actions are dependent on others, but a full analysis of this literature is beyond the scope of our work. According to our analysis, were the above limitations to a cure issues that depended solely on the actions of others, then the possibilist and actualist rankings would, all other things being equal, be the same.

However, we think that many of these factors are within the scope of an actor such as a nation-state to consider. Take, for example, cell-based therapies, which are among the most expensive cure options. We could recast part of Do-Good\'s narrative in this way:"However, suppose that Do-Good knows that the drug will not be used; not because of physical limitations or logistical incapacity, but because Do-Good would have to offer the drug for free to patients suffering from this disease, and Do-Good would be unwilling to make this offer. (This has been known to happen.) Thus, although the best thing that can happen is for Do-Good to develop the drug and cure millions, and exactly this could happen, what would happen were research pursued is that the drug would not be used."

Many of the limitations on candidate cures depend in part on the actions of others, but there are central aspects of these factors that can or do depend on actors funding the research, such as national governments. Here, we have been permissive in what we count as relevant in the realm of being an actor-centred action; we leave open the possibility that there may be a more compelling account of joint actions that relegates these factors to another framework outside the purview of our analysis here.

Conclusion {#s6}
==========

Actualism about HIV cure research argues that the *value* of research should be prescribed by the likelihood of success and the prospects for implementing the research, given what we know about global health.

Our analysis has two broad implications. The first is that we ought to consider a range of non-sterilising or functional cure options and compare the prospects for reducing the burden of the HIV epidemic through these interventions against candidate cures. Second, the framework in which science *simpliciter* is evaluated, under actualism, is one in which science is not considered exceptional as a vehicle for human health and prosperity. Contemporary bioethical discussions about health technologies tend to privilege discussions that regard health technologies as essential to human progress and a moral imperative existing to pursue any and all research that could lead to an improvement in human well-being.[@R43] What matters to an actualist, however, is promoting human health, *not* that it is science doing the promotion. Given how expensive modern biomedicine is, even to produce modest returns in human health, any investment in health technologies should be ranked against other potential investments according to our beliefs about political and social factors that lead to implementation.

Governments, academic institutions and funding bodies can make informed decisions about priority setting for HIV cure research using epistemic and logistical assessments. This, on our analysis, renders them responsible for setting priorities in research based on the feasibility of implementing the medical interventions they seek to develop. This has broader implications for the way that research is reviewed and, in particular, the makeup of expert committees that assess proposed research. The practice of research review should be broadened to include individuals with the expertise to inform decisions of the kind we described here.

A cure for HIV is an attractive goal. When selecting candidate cures, however, we ought to be mindful of the kinds of barriers to implementation that each cure faces, especially in the developing world. A cure that few can afford, use or otherwise actually derive benefit from is deficient *qua* cure.
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Note that while we use a global cure as our desirable state here, a similar example could be developed that assumes that our obligations *qua* developing cures for disease are only national, or at least prioritise citizens within a country ahead of others. Concerns about ranking our options for action still apply and what follows is still significant to discussions about primarily domestic obligations. (One might also look at claims that focus only on private researchers; here actualism still plays a role, although in more prescribed claims based on an actor\'s obligations \_qua\_ private researcher.) We thank Danielle Bromwich for raising this point in a prior draft of this paper.
